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1. Overview 

The ServiceNow Release Notes for August 2012 summarizes all of the additions, enhancements 

and fixes that moved into production on August 1, 2012. 

2. Additions 

The following support providers joined the ServiceNow Incident application: 

 Library 

3. Enhancements 

3.1 General 

 Unhid an existing field “Meta” on Knowledge form.  Meta is used to further categorize a 

knowledge entry by terms not otherwise used in the knowledge entry definition.  [released 

July 3] 

 When two people have the same ticket open (Incident, Request Item, Change, etc.) and 

the first person saves the record, if the second person then tries to save their updates to the 

ticket, they will receive the error: "Record has been updated by [user] since you opened it. 

Please refresh this form and re-enter your changes." 

 All pre-defined list queries that exist in the left side navigation pane (My Incidents, My 

Groups Incidents, My Request Items, (change) Open – My Assignments, etc.) have been 

standardized to query a „State‟ Is search and no longer uses the „Active‟ field value. 

 Now able to specify assignment groups to only appear under specified applications, 

such as Change only, Incident only, etc. 

 Hid one of the two spell-check buttons on the email feature.  The spell-check button on the 

top of the email form was hidden since it ceased functionality when email formatting 

became available.  The spell-check button on the right side of the formatting section is 

active and will check spelling of text in the body field. 

3.2 Incident 

 Updated existing email integration for security tickets related to Copyright issues. 

3.3 Change 

 The change ticket will generate an email that contains an Outlook calendar invitation.  

Once the change ticket has a Planned Start Date, Planned End Date and a Change 

Assignee, upon saving the email will send to the Change Assignee.  If the Change Assignee 

changes, a calendar cancellation is sent to the previous assignee.  Users must have set their 

User Profile field „calendar integration‟ to Outlook. 

 Increased the time padding when checking 'current time' versus time value in Actual Imp 

Start Date and Acutal Implementation End Date.  Some users reported getting an error 
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like "Actual Date and Time should not be greater than the Current Date and Time".  The 

user‟s local computer time may be off by a couple of minutes as compared to the server time. 

3.4 Employee Self Service (ESS) 

 Added a new Service Catalog form “MyResearch Acct/User/Study Request Form”.   

 Added a new Service Catalog form “REDCap Request Form. 

 Enabled Chat functionality.  Customers may choose to begin a Chat session with the IT 

Service Desk.  That conversation is tracked and can be turned into an Incident ticket. 

4. Fixes 

4.1 Incident 

 Fixed an issue where entering the UCID in the Customer name field no longer searched the 

User table.  This issue was caused by the July release. [released July 3] 

 Fixed an issue where some closed tickets could be moved to an open incident state without 

being saved as reopen first. 

 Fixed an issue where parent tickets that are generated by the Provision/ARF system were 

not setting the correct approval status. 

 Fixed an issue where tickets that were saved in a Closed state would not be „re-activated‟ 

by an auto-close business rule. 

4.2 Change 

 Fixed an issue where closing Changes did not update the Active value to False.  This 

issue was caused by the July release. [released July 3] 

 Fixed certain issues for expedited change tickets such as when an assignment group was 

blanked out, it would automatically fill back in, but the CAB group would not set to expedited; 

as well as some changes would not set to Expedited CAB although the Change Type said 

Expedited. 

 Fixed an issue when using the email feature the “To” value was not being set.  The “To” 

value is now setting to the “Requested By” of the ticket. 

 Fixed an issue when a change ticket was first created with a State of Closed, the Active 

value was not setting to False. 

4.3 Employee Self Service (ESS) 

 Fixed some Catalog Items that showed incorrect catalog descriptions.  This issue was 

caused by the July release.  [released July 3] 

 Fixed some forms that were submitting incorrect “short description” values and not 

adding request text into the worklog field.  [released July 3] 

 Since the July release ESS redesign no longer requests a „short description‟, this field was 

removed from the body of the email notification sent upon ticket creation. 


